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photoproduction tagging at the EIC
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ep Bremsstrahlung at High Energy
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For example, at the EIC, for Ee = 18 GeV, Ep = 275 GeV and Eg = 1 GeV, one gets the minimal 

longitudinal momentum transfer, in the proton rest-frame,Dpz = |qmin|/c = 0.00073 eV/c . 

The corresponding (kinetic) energy transfer = (Dp)2/2M≈ 3.10-16 eV!

From the uncertainty principle Dpz corresponds to the longitudinal distance ≈ ℏ/Dpz of 
0.3 mm whereas in the transverse plane the impact parameters can be even larger.

Higher beam energies/lower photon energy ⇒more extreme it becomes!
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electron-proton bremsstrahlung e + p → e’ + g + p’ unique signatures:

E’
e + Eg = Ee to a very (very) high accuracy, and it is a truly “zero-angle process”

⇒ typ. polar angles for photons/scattered electrons, qg ≈ qe≈ me /Ee

It is kinematically allowed that qg = qe’ = qp’ = 0 – hence there is no 

transfer of transverse momentum, which results in (for LAB variables):

|qmin| = me
2 mp Eg /(4 Ep Ee E’

e), where

Q2 = -q2 ≈ -q2
min + qT

2

qg



Bremsstrahlung at HERA: Observation of Beam-Size Effect
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d4s/dEg dqedqg df ∝ Q-4 

hence the cross-section integrated over angles, that is the 
bremsstrahlung spectrum, is dominated by macroscopically 
large-distance contributions,

pT = 0 → infinite impact parameter, 

pT,typ≈ |qmin|/c → Beam-Size Effect – effective bremsstrahlung 
suppression at colliders, at low Eg , due to finite lateral beam-
sizes

At HERA I, for Eg = 1 GeV |qmin| ≈ 0.0001 eV ⇒ it
corresponded to a 2 mm impact parameter, whereas the 
HERA colliding beam lateral sizes were ≪ 1 mm

Nota bene: This has nothing to do with the “environmental 
effects” – it is present in proper “binary” processes

BSE effectively comes from (“textbook”) 
definition of a cross-section:

Event rate = Luminosity × s

where colliding particles are represented
by PLANE waves – but this assumption
breaks down if the lateral beam sizes are
comparable to relevant impact parameter
of a process.
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K. Piotrzkowski, Zeit. für Physik C 67 (1995) 577,

https://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/9504003

electron-gas bremsstrahlung was measured to agree with the 

Bethe-Heitler LO formula but a significant suppression of 

electron-proton bremsstrahlung was observed at low photon 
energies – it was found to agree at 30% level with the BSE 

calculations by G. Kotkin et al., Z. Phys. C 39, 61 (1988):

Bremsstrahlung at HERA: Observation of Beam-Size Effect

https://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/9504003


ep Bremsstrahlung: Luminosity (photon) measurement at HERA I
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ZEUS

27.5 GeV e × 820 GeV p

Acta Phys. Polon. B 32 (2001) 2025

ZEUS: TOP view

(H1 used similar photon detectors) 



ep Bremsstrahlung: Luminosity measurement at HERA II
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27.5 GeV e
×

920 GeV p

H1 using only one (“PCAL”) bremsstrahlung measurement, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2010.12.219, 
achieved 3% absolute precision – for overall normalization the Compton scattering was used, 

https://dx.doi.org/10.1140/epjc/s10052-012-2163-2, resulting in final uncertainty of 2.7%

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2014.01.053

ZEUS: SIDE view

HERA II big challenges: luminosity > 5 × higher (→ event pileup) + very hard synchrotron radiation (→ strong 
filtering needed) ⇒ two complementary methods used by ZEUS, but still only 2% precision achieved

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2010.12.219
https://dx.doi.org/10.1140/epjc/s10052-012-2163-2
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2014.01.053


EIC luminosity challenge: electron-ion Bremsstrahlung
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Precise cross-section measurements are the corner stone of physics program at the EIC, hence very 

demanding requirements for EIC luminosity measurement:
• Absolute L precision better than 1%

• Bunch-to-bunch relative measurements with very high precision of dL/L ≈ 10-4

HERA recipe: very precisely measure bremsstrahlung rate R + use the “definition relation” R = L s

electron-ion bremsstrahlung, e + i → e’ + g + i

• (very) large cross-sections (∝ Z2), with very small HO 

corrections

• sBH is insensitive to the beam polarizations

• unique signatures:

Ee’ + Eg = Ee to a very high accuracy and 

it is a truly “zero-angle process”

⇒ OK, but what about the beam-size effect?

However: the EIC ep luminosity will be almost

1000 times bigger than that at HERA I, and thanks

to almost 10 times smaller bunch spacing the

event pileup will be partially mitigated but still will

be large even for ep collisions; the event pileup
scales roughly as Z2/A hence for the eAu case

instead of 10 hard photons every 10 ns more than

100 will hit detectors, what corresponds to >
10 GHz total event rate!



Measurements of the Beam-Size Effect @ EIC
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https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.103.L051901

Using Van der Meer scans:

Longitudinal view

Transverse view

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.103.L051901


BSE @ EIC
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Due to very small vertical beam sizes
bremsstrahlung suppression at the EIC
is stronger than at HERA – BSE has to
be carefully studied and understood to
get the required precision on the EIC
luminosity (also in case of electron-ion
collisions).

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.103.L051901

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.103.L051901


BSE @ EIC
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We propose an original and powerful test of the
BSE by measuring the bremsstrahlung spectrum
while scanning (vertically) with one (hadron)
beam.

This will be at the same time an exciting direct
study/demonstration of very long-range nature
of bremsstrahlung process – for large lateral
beam displacements we predict a strong
effective increase of its cross-section!

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.103.L051901

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.103.L051901


Interaction Region at the Electron-Ion Collider
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Provisions have been made in the EIC Interaction Region designs for the luminosity measurements using bremsstrahlung, 
as well as for very forward electron detectors (photoproduction taggers) https://www.bnl.gov/ec/files/EIC_CDR_Final.pdf

https://wiki.bnl.gov/eic/

https://wiki.bnl.gov/eic/index.php/Main_Page
https://wiki.bnl.gov/eic/index.php/Main_Page


Interaction Region at the EIC
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https://www.bnl.gov/ec/files/EIC_CDR_Final.pdf
https://wiki.bnl.gov/eic/

Vertex drift has negligible effect on g-acceptance, 
as all photons with polar angle < 1 mrad should 
be detected

https://wiki.bnl.gov/eic/index.php/Main_Page
https://wiki.bnl.gov/eic/index.php/Main_Page


Luminosity detectors & photoproduction taggers
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Profiting from (hard) lessons at HERA:

• Need to study the BSE in depth – a
dedicated calorimeter is mandatory
(for regular calibration runs at low L)

• Need to minimize direct synchrotron
radiation (huge @ 18 GeV) ⇒ better
photon energy measurement/thin
exit window – 9.5/12% X0 at HERA I/II
– should aim at < 5% (is 2% possible?)

• Monitor synchrotron radiation flux 

• Use extensively electron detectors for
various calibration checks – including
g-conversion factor and geometrical
acceptance ⇒ fast hodoscopes are
mandatory for precision and coping
with high event pileup (→ HI beams!)

g detectors

e-hodoscope

ZSM



Converting EIC to PIC: Photon-Ion Collider
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For very forward scattered electrons the exchanged photons 
are quasi-real: 

Q2 ≃ Q2
min+ Ee E’eqe2 = Q2

min + pT2 /(1-y)

where familiar Q2
min≃me

2 y2/(1-y) and 1-y = E’e /Ee .

If we tag photoproduction, that is, we catch such scattered 
electrons for 0.6 < y < 0.9 and qe < 3mrad then Q2

min≈ 10-7 

GeV2 and Q2
max≈ 2.10-3 GeV2 for 18 GeV beam energy.

From above discussions – the corresponding impact para-
meters are much larger than the proton size, as mp /me ≫ 1.

Why one needs photoproduction tagging – why not enough that we just do not see the scattered electron?

For better kinematical reconstruction, as in DIS – essential for non-exclusive events, as for the untagged samples

we know only that Q2
max≲ 1 GeV2, and for ion beams! Reminder: the scattered electron pT has intrinsic resolution

limit of about 5 MeV/c due to the electron beam divergence.

For cleaner selection, if one efficiently kills accidental coincidences (bremsstrahlung!), using timing information.



Converting EIC to MIC*: Meson-Ion Collider
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*) In Vector Dominance Model, photons interact hadronically
by fluctuating into neutral vector mesons (V = r, f, J/y, !…)
prior to such interactions.

Particularly interesting is exclusive, quasi-elastic scattering,
like: g p➝ V p, or in general g A➝ V A.

Nota bene: For exclusive events full event kinematics might
be reconstructed using only very forward proton detectors.

Semi-elastic reactions, g p ➝ V X, require photoproduction tagging, as in high-pT meson scattering – note that 
MX might be evaluated from electron-meson kinematics.

Finally, two photon production of charged (lepton) pairs will be studied, 
in particular, for the Z2 enhanced electron-ion case. Photoproduction 
tagging will be important there for good control of the semi-elastic 
contributions.



Summary
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Precise luminosity determination is very challenging at the EIC – both absolute and relative one

• Two complementary methods are mandatory – Photon Energy Flow (PEF) and Photon Conversion
Counting (PCC): 18 GeV (PCC) vs. 5, 10 GeV beams (PEF), or p/light ions (PCC) vs. heavy ions (PEF)

• New instrumentation is needed to get high resolutions at large event pileup: fast hodoscopes in
photon spectrometer and taggers, synchrotron radiation monitors and electron ps-timing (see
below); dedicated calorimeter will allow for very precise, data-driven detectors’ inter-calibrations

• Need to minimize SR flux and use very thin exit windows for photons and electrons
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Precise luminosity determination is very challenging at the EIC – both absolute and relative one

• Two complementary methods are mandatory – Photon Energy Flow (PEF) and Photon Conversion
Counting (PCC): 18 GeV (PCC) vs. 5, 10 GeV beams (PEF), or p/light ions (PCC) vs. heavy ions (PEF)

• New instrumentation is needed to get high resolutions at large event pileup: fast hodoscopes in
photon spectrometer and taggers, synchrotron radiation monitors and electron ps-timing (see
below); dedicated calorimeter will allow for very precise, data-driven detectors’ inter-calibrations

• Need to minimize SR flux and use very thin exit windows for photons and electrons

Still some issues to address apart from pure detector aspects: For example, is an ultimate 0.5%
absolute luminosity precision enough? What are theoretical uncertainties of the HO/polarization
corrections?

Efficient detection of very forward scattered electrons is a very powerful tool, effectively turning the
EIC into a high energy photon-ion collider – and it is especially important for ion beams when very
forward hadron detectors have limited acceptance: to cope with high electron pileup fast
hodoscopes seem mandatory



Basic research is what I am doing when I don’t know what I am doing.
-- Wernher von Braun

Thank you!



EIC Conceptual Design Report – February 2021
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https://www.bnl.gov/ec/files/EIC_CDR_Final.pdf

https://wiki.bnl.gov/eic/

Beam angular divergence at
the I.P. of about 200 µrad
provides the ultimate limit
of pT resolutions

This is for ep collisions, and
in case of heavy ions, as eAu
collisions, both CM energy
and luminosity per nucleon
is about 40% of ep one

https://wiki.bnl.gov/eic/index.php/Main_Page
https://wiki.bnl.gov/eic/index.php/Main_Page


BSE @ EIC
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https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.103.L051901

!! s × 80

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.103.L051901


Predicted coherent bremsstrahlung (CBS) at HERA
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It has same origin as famous beamstrahlung, yet has been never confirmed experimentally…

At HERA I, for Eg = 10 keV, ℏ/Dpz ≈ 11 cm at LAB ⇒ the beam electron
interacts with the whole proton bunch and the event rate becomes
proportional to number of protons squared! Hence an extraordinary
signal amplification.


